Mannheim goes to Moscow  
C-MIMUN 2020 Information Sheet

Where? Moscow State Institute of International Relations, Russia
Organiser Churkin Moscow International Model United Nations
Deadline 21. February
Delegate Fee 75 USD (= 67 Euro)
Financial Support Conference Grants (50 Euro) available for first applicants

The conference hosts committees in all five working languages of the UN. English-speaking committees are:


The conference takes place for a whole week right after the Easter break. That provides us with a unique opportunity to travel around Russia and Eastern Europe extensively before its start.

The Rules of Procedure differ somewhat from conferences in Western Europe. I found the one-topic-for-one-week principle and a stronger focus on academics very pleasant. For most, the most exciting part might be the cultural dimension around committee life. The conference itself is the largest in Eastern Europe with over 700 delegates. Besides the people you meet during the event, the trip enables an amazing delegation experience. Moscow is a true 24/7-city with endless places to explore, and opportunities enjoy life. I went there last year as a single delegate and had a superb time. You can read more about my trip on our website [here](http://modelun.ru/en/).

There is no formal registration deadline as applications are reviewed on a rolling basis by the organisers. However, MUN Mannheim’s internal deadline is set at 23. February so we can receive visas and book affordable flights in a relaxed manner.

Are you interested in a different MUN experience and want to explore a new place? Please don’t hesitate to contact me to join the delegation or to find out more.

Contact information (Facebook or E-Mail):

Kiril Lavrov
vicepresident@mun-mannheim.de